
2013 web version 2 schedule for flag placement with Hollywood sign hike 
 

 

7:30 AM Meet at VA cemetery West Los Angeles (straight in at the cannons) and check in 

8:00 AM Ceremony begins 

8:30 AM Commence flag placement 

9:45 AM Gather troop after flag placement and take pictures with Troop 212 banner 

10:00 AM Explain the patrol race to the participants as it begins en route to destination 

10:30 AM Leave West Los Angeles, head towards Hollywood sign meeting place 

11:00 AM En route to Hollywood sign hike 

11:30 AM Bag lunch at the bottom of the hill (or eat en route) 

12:00 PM Have first group of adults assistants head up towards assigned points 

12:00 PM Gather troop after lunch and take pictures with Troop 212 banner 

12:15 PM Explain the race to the patrols as a team for this part of the hiking trip 

12:30 PM 5 minutes Staggered start each patrol for the race towards the Hollywood sign 

12:45 PM Quarter point of the race up top 

1:00 PM Half point of the race up top 

1:15 PM Three quarter point of the race up top 

1:30 PM Begin finishing up top 

1:45 PM Finish all races up top 

2:00 PM Gather troop and hydrate then take pictures as necessary 

2:15 PM Begin walking down the hill 

2:30 PM  Half way point down the hill 

2:45 PM Gather troop for final ceremonial picture w/banner under Hollywood sign 

3:15 PM Dismiss all troop back to the transportation for home 

 

 

First aid kit should be made available at the bottom of the hill while a light first aid kit (Chun has one) should 

be made available towards the top for incidental cuts and bruises.  Walkie talkies or cell phone numbers should 

be present as to stay within communications.  Some additional water should be brought along per group as 

precaution and there will be 3 to 4 check points on the way up top manned by adult volunteers.  There is no race 

heading down because of emphasis on safety.  Kids and adults will be asked to bring their own sunscreen, hats, 

water and bagged lunch.  Cost is minimal as to prizes for the kids (if any, not necessary though) and awards 

given to the winning team and engraving of the plaque.  Any additional suggestion would be welcomed and 

valued.  Thank you for your time in this matter. 

 

 

Trip leader    Maureen Miller    Maureenrmiller@Verizon.net      

Theme leader   Chun Liu   aftrbrnrs@aol.com    

 

Scout trip leader     SPL 

Scout theme leader     ASPL 

              ASPL   
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